How Helpful are English-Language Search Engines?

The majority of English-language links provided by search engines do not lead to relevant content.

How Helpful are Spanish-Language Search Engines?

The majority of Spanish-language links provided by search engines do not lead to relevant content.

Are English-Language Health Web Sites Complete in their Coverage?

A large proportion of English-language Web sites provide no coverage of critical health information on specific conditions.

Are Spanish-Language Health Web Sites Complete in their Coverage?

A large proportion of Spanish-language Web sites provide no coverage of critical health information on specific conditions.

Are Spanish-Language Health Web Sites Complete and Correct in their Coverage?

A large proportion of Spanish-language Web sites do not provide more than minimal coverage and completely correct health information on specific conditions.

Are English-Language Health Web Sites Complete and Correct in their Coverage?

A large proportion of English-language Web sites do not provide more than minimal coverage and completely correct health information on specific conditions.

What is the Readability of Health Information on the Internet?

Research shows that 100% of English-language sites and 86% of Spanish-language sites require a high-school level of reading ability or higher. The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services recommends that patient education materials not exceed a 6th grade reading level.